
EASY Users’ Feedback and 

Possible  Developments

Introductory session for 

experienced users

Developments and changes discussed by the EASY 
working group based on the results of the users’ 

questionnaire of Year 2 

and solutions proposed by Dreamapply



Subject to the AEC Council Strategic Decision and 
Budget Approval



Possible

Not Possible 
due to system 
architecture

Could be 
possible but 

very expensive

Alternative 
Solutions



Alphabetization of institutions

Done



Delete not relevant articles in the 

knowledge base

Done



Coordinators would like to receive 

journal notifications of outgoing

applications

Alternative 
Solution



The coordinators would like to receive 

an email about acceptance/rejection, 

submission/resubmission of their 

outgoing students (also for externals)

n.b. institution contact details need to 

be accurate!



In the emailing function, coordinators 

would like to have an address book of 

coordinators emails (at the moment a 

random list of contact appears) or just 

the email of the partner coordinator 

of that specific application.

Working 
solution linked 

to other 
developments



Each internal institution would like to 

have a page where they can see the 

list of their partners (only), including 

name and email address of the 

contact person/s

Working 
solution linked 

to other 
developments



As an applicant, after you have chosen 

your home institution, only the list of 

partners of your institution should 

appear



Possibility to see partner institutions’ 

profile and requirements

n.b. institution contact details need to 

be accurate!



Make some fields and sections of the 

appform as compulsory



Clone only common fields when 

cloning the application



Having a link to the application in the downloaded 

Export Table or, at least, a link to the media or pdf 

portfolio.

Alternative Solution: 
you have the links 

when you are logged in



Add the possibility to add an 

attachment to bulk emails

Alternative Solution: 
you can copy all the 

email address to 
outlook and send the 

email from there



Possibility to customize the order for 

the offers

Aternative Solution: use filters 
in the talbes



Partners Agreements: 

The outgoing agreements should be mutually agreed with the 

partner (only among internal institutions). It is the receiving 

institution who should make the click. Basically each 

institution should be able to authorize its incoming. There 

could be also a notification to the other coordinator. 

Alternative Solutions: 
- Code of Conduct

- In the future we could make it 
that incoming institutions 

authorize the mobility or that an 
automatic notification when a 

click is made



Learning Agreement: 

When the 3 parties signed, the document should be 

frozen. If changes are needed, the signatures have 

to disappear and the signature process need to 

start again (with notifications to the 3 parties about 

the need to resign the document).





Learning Agreement: it should be 

possible to change the month if you 

want to put only the month



Create and put at disposal API to make data flow 

from EASY to Move On, SoP, Osiris and Campus 

management system possible

DA is in the process of setting up strategic relationships that 
would allow for this and hope that we are able to refer a 

trusted 3rd party next season.  

Please note that Export Tables 
currently let you import data 
from EASY into other systems


